RUDOLF KAULLA
lawyer (Dr jur + Dr oec publ) in Stuttgart, head of Jewish Community (A)
partner of Jacob S H Stern Bank in Frankfurt-on-Main
author of books on national economy, professor at Technical College Stuttgart
born 12 Dec 1872 Stuttgart, died 22 Sep 1954 Oberstdorf (Southern Germany) (B)
parents = Max Kaulla + wife Jeanette nee Goldschmidt
married (1) 20 Mar 1907

LUISE STERN
born 04 Feb 1874 Frankfurt-on-Main, died ?
parents = ?
mixed (2) after 1930

ANNE MARIE GANZ
? - ? (still lived in Lausanne by 1954)
parents = ?

SO FAR KNOWN CHILD (born in Stuttgart):

(01) MARGUERITE (born Margaretha Wilhelmine) 08 Jan 1913 - ?

(A) Rudolf Kaulla got his basic college education at Karlsgymnasium in Stuttgart, then studied law in Lausanne (Switzerland), Strassburg (Alsace), Leipzig, Tuebingen and Munich. In 1897 he received his Dr jur in Munich and went on studying with reform minded Professor Lujo Brentano, who taught economics and state sciences at Ludwig Maximilian University in Munich. In 1902 Rudolf Kaulla received his Dr oec publ, and in 1903 he became a “Privatdozent” (private lecturer). 1910-1919 he taught economy as professor at Technische Hochschule in Stuttgart and in 1920 moved with his family to Frankfurt-on-Main as partner of Jacob S H Stern Bank. In 1934 he emigrated (via London, England ?) to Lausanne ( Switzerland) as result of business restrictions imposed by the Nazi government.

In 1910 Rudolf Kaulla had built a noble residence for his family in one of Stuttgart’s finest living quarters at Moerike Strasse 14. The architects where Schloesser & Weireither, who had also planned Villa Reitzenstein and (in 1920) Villa Max Levi (partner of Salamander Shoe Factory).

Prof Dr Rudolf Kaulla even today still has a reputation as author of books on economy like “Die geschichtliche Entwicklung der modernen Werttheorien” (1906), “Organisation des Bankenwesens in Wuerttemberg” (1908) and “Theory of the just price” (1940).

(B) Prof Dr Rudolf Kaulla’s obit on 01 Oct 1954 at Stuttgarter Zeitung shows that he had died on a trip to Oberstdorf. Residence in Lausanne was given as 18 Avenue d’Ouchy. Family members were noted as Anne-Marie Kaulla-Ganz(wife), Marguerite Kaulla (daughter) and Anne-Louise Ossipow (granddaughter, who had married William-Paul Ossipow).